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INSTANT
SECURE
AFFORDABLE
Automated and instant
SafeDecision API
helps businesses identify
risk indicators among their
potential customers.

PEACE OF MIND
Businesses rely on information returned by the SafeDecision API to quickly make informed decisions
that preserve trust among their customer base.
Unlike more traditional background check solutions, ours doesn’t require Social Security numbers.
Instead, it uses the data inputs you already collect, such as name and birthdate, so it won’t change
your user experience.
Our powerful search engine scans hundreds of millions of court records to identify people with high
risk indicators. The results are returned in milliseconds, making this the fastest, most reliable way to
help your business enhance safety, manage risk, and reduce costs.
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HOW IT WORKS
Manage safety and mitigate risk at scale with automated, comprehensive background checks
through our secure API or simple file upload (.csv) to an integrated web portal.
• The easy-to-integrate API lets you integrate results directly into your own workflows.
• The integrated web portal lets you get started quickly – without development work.

SECURE INPUTS
Provide a few personal identifiers via our
secure API or upload a .csv file in our
web portal.

Name
Date of Birth

National Criminal
Databases

EXTENSIVE PEOPLE ANALYSIS
Deep search and machine-learning algorithms
scan applicants across hundreds of millions of
records, extending search coverage to name
aliases and name changes.
Sex Offender
Registry

Visualize Risk
Analyze Data

Filter & Review
Initiate Adverse
Action

Global Terrorist
Watchlist

CLEAR RESULTS
View clear, actionable results to make informed
decisions via our API, or use our web portal to
see data visualizations and take action.
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RELIABLE DATA QUALITY AT SCALE
Our proprietary big data platform, crime classification technology, and machine-learning algorithms quickly
organize huge amounts of data into actionable, accurate results (<0.01% dispute rate).

National Criminal Databases

Sex Offender List

Global Watchlists

Searches databases from all
available states, including digitized records
from states’ Departments
of Corrections, Administrative Office
of the Courts, and county courts.

Searches a multi-state sex
offender registry that includes
hundreds of thousands of
offender records nationwide.

Searches domestic and global
terrorist watchlists, INTERPOL
Most Wanted, specially designated
nationals and blocked persons, and
many other sanction and watchlists.

GOLD STANDARD SECURITY
Our RESTful API uses industry-leading secure technology, including role-based access control, high-grade data
encryption in transit and at rest, two-factor authentication, and secure firewalls. All sensitive data is protected in
transit with TLS, a robust protocol for encrypting online transactions using both symmetric and asymmetric key
encryption. All connections are forced to pass through HTTPS (unsecure connections aren’t allowed), and our web
portal requires two-factor authentication as an additional security layer.

COMPLIANCE EXPERTISE THAT COUNTS
If specific information retrieved from a background check is the reason to deny a person access or take an action that
has a negative impact, federal law requires that you take several “adverse action” steps.
The SafeDecision API provides a comprehensive adverse action process that includes:

•
•
•

All notification and consent requirements before the background check is run
A copy of the background check results automatically provided to the person being screened
Facilitation of the adverse action notice email and validation of the results

The SafeDecision API helps you make
informed risk decisions quickly and effectively

LEARN MORE TODAY

Inflection delivers powerful, fair, and reliable screening products to empower companies to make better and faster
people decisions about who they should hire, who they should trust, and to whom they should grant access. With
more than a decade of experience sourcing, filtering, and analyzing billions of public records, the Company provides
employment screening products and services for more than 75,000 companies through its flagship brand GoodHire,
and helps peer-to-peer platforms and businesses make informed decisions through its Trust and Safety APIs.
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